
 

 

 
      MUSICIANS’ INFORMATION SHEET 

 
 

 
 

ABOUT FREE TIMES CAFE 
Free Times Cafe is a licensed restaurant with fully-affordable Jewish, Middle-Eastern, & Canadian food.   
We have been running for almost 40 years, with live music and cultural events 7 days a week for 37 years. 
We feature an intimate, all-ages club emphasizing original music. Cover songs are also welcome. 
We are not an appropriate venue for loud rock music. 
We encourage reservations for dinner, especially when families are attending. 
Club room is open from 6pm onward.  Soundcheck anytime after 6pm.   
Concerts start between 7:30-9pm, usually 8:00. 

 
 

BOOKING A SHOW / EXPECTATIONS 
Call Judy at 416-967-1078 or e-mail freetimescafe@rogers.com with a link to your music— no CDs please. 
Please ensure the music is good and ready to showcase, and tell us when you want to play. 
All musicians are required to bring their own audience— we have no walk-ins.   
A full room is 35-50 people.  We expect an audience of 10-15 minimum per artist for a shared night, or 35-45 
people for a full night. 
Weekday shows should draw minimum food & drink sales of $350, and weekend shows $600. 
We expect you to promote your gig.  We will list your event on our online calendar, and promote it on Facebook & 
Twitter on the day of the gig. 
If you do not have experience performing in clubs, you can attend our Monday Night Open Stage, where you may be 
chosen to perform our Best of the Open Stage nights. 
 

OUT-OF-TOWN ACTS 
Free Times Cafe is a concert venue and as such, you are responsible for the entire night, ie. bringing 35-50 people 
yourself, and promoting the show as much as possible beforehand.   
 
 

EQUIPMENT 
8-channel Yorkville mixer, 2 dynamic microphones/stands/cables, 2 speakers & monitors. 
House instruments: Epiphone acoustic guitar & Casio WK-245 keyboard/pedal, and stands. 
All above gear should be accounted for at the end of each performance. 
If Free Times Cafe provides a sound person, there is a $60 sound person fee, for up to 3 hours. 

*All instrument cases and personal possessions must go downstairs in the staff coat-room* before 
soundcheck-- no exceptions. 
Please keep tables and chairs set up as they are when you arrive; ask staff before moving any furniture. 

 

COVER CHARGES 
Free Times Cafe is not responsible for collecting cover charges. 
Cover charge is entirely up to musicians, ranging from $5-15; anything over $10 verified by Judy at Free Times. 
Musicians must provide their own cover charge container, and a float.  Musicians keep 100% of cover charge. 
Musicians cannot take up a table in the club room for collecting cover or selling merchandise. 

 
 

FOOD & DRINK CREDIT/PROMO 
All musicians get one free non-alcoholic drink— pop, coffee, tea, iced tea, Perrier, etc.   
Once sales reach $250, one alcoholic drink each up to 4 drinks max. 
When sales reach $350, we offer the musicians 5% of the sales off the food/drink tab. 
 ~ ex. if sales are $500, you can get $25 extra free food or drink 
 
Read, understood, and agreed to: _______________________________________      _______________________ 
                                                                             Name of Artist(s)                                                        Date 
              
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Free Times Cafe    320 College Street    Toronto    416-967-1078    freetimescafe@rogers.com 
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